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  In his MA-thesis, Pietari Bagge is discovering “gameality”, a new form in reality genre and how
such a TV show should be designed, through the making process of the series The Heroes of the
Baltic Sea. Pietari also ponders upon questions such as: How do the players feel about the
gaming situations? In what kind of relation the scenography is to the events in the game? By
analysing interviews and selected support sources of information Pietari examines by what
means can a production designer help the player to get immersed in to the game. Pietari also
tries to find out what kind of unwritten agreement the player makes with the game and how
staging such show as The Heroes of the Baltic Sea differs from a more traditionall TV show.
Based in his experience and on the interview material of both makers and players, in his thesis,
Pietari is researchin this newly named reality TV subgenre, gameality and what special needs it
has compared to normal TV and cinema work. Pietari also compares gameality to its relatives,
such as escape rooms and computer games, in order to find something usefull in case the
subgenre of gameality is visited again.
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